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S-Ultra PNG Compressor is a handy utility designed to help you compress PNG files. The application allows you to batch process multiple files, and it
provides thorough statistics and detailed information. Key features include: Efficient batch compression of multiple files at once PNG files are so famous
because they are lossless, meaning that a minimal amount of information is lost after the compression process is completed. This means that the original
image quality will not be affected by any file size reduction, and you will not lose any graphics details. S-Ultra PNG Compressor automatically detects
and replaces the original files In order to prevent the application from changing anything else other than the PNG file in question, the software replaces
the source file after completing the operation. It can also automatically shut down the computer when a batch operation is complete, so that you can start
another one without waiting for the previous one to be done. Stats, details, and detailed information about PNG compression The application can display
detailed information about files, and it provides stats including: Size of all detected images The total size of all detected images in a folder Bytes per
image The number of images in the folder Atmospheric quality of all detected images The quality of the image after compression Bitrate of each detected
image The number of data bits per pixel Optimizing PNG files for maximum compression ratio When processing a batch of PNG files, S-Ultra PNG
Compressor offers three compression modes that will reduce file size by up to 60%. The program’s options are the following: Optimized This option will
only generate a maximum compression ratio of 15%, but it will still be more efficient than using the Free version of a PNG compressor, where you do not
select the maximum amount of data. The program does not attempt to optimize the code when using this option, it simply compresses the picture as much
as possible without changing anything. Optimized – with sharpening This is a quick way to optimize PNG images, and it will provide a significant
reduction in file size compared to the Optimized option. It will also enable you to retain the sharpest image details. Optimized – with smoothing In
addition to the Optimized and Optimized – with sharpening options, this function will also increase picture quality while simultaneously reducing its size.
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S-Ultra PNG Compressor is a handy PNG file compressor that is designed to enable you to efficiently reduce the size of your images without affecting
their quality. S-Ultra PNG Compressor is a compact, lightweight utility that does not take up much space on your PC and you can use it anytime you
want. S-Ultra PNG Compressor has some cool features, including the automatic saving of the original image files, and you can add as many folders and
images as needed. The application comes with a detailed help section that helps you get to grips with the tool quickly. S-Ultra PNG Compressor interface
is very easy to use, and you can enjoy an instantaneous results no matter how many files you have to optimize. S-Ultra PNG Compressor Features: S-Ultra
PNG Compressor is a lightweight PNG image compressor that offers you to optimize a number of files at once. This application is specially designed to
help you optimize files for your website without having to drag and drop them into the program. You can add as many folders and images as required, and
the application will automatically combine them into one compressed file. The program uses three processing modes, the first of which is the one that
applies the changes automatically. The other two must be used when you want to reduce file size even more, but they are rather slow, as they take a while
to complete. S-Ultra PNG Compressor has a number of detailed help sections that will enable you to get to grips with all the features, including the one
that helps you copy the original files. S-Ultra PNG Compressor help section: S-Ultra PNG Compressor features a detailed help section that will help you
get to grips with all the features, and you can view the most important sections by pressing the F1 key. S-Ultra PNG Compressor software security: S-
Ultra PNG Compressor is a highly secure application, and it provides you with detailed information about every change that it makes. You can also see
what percentage of the image you are saving, as well as how long the job will take before it is completed. S-Ultra PNG Compressor Privacy policy: S-
Ultra PNG Compressor privacy policy clearly states that the image optimization you perform will not consume extra disk space, and you can have access
to your original files afterward. S-Ultra PNG Compressor Publisher’s description: S-Ultra PNG Compressor is a free software application from S-Ultra
Software available for download.

What's New in the?

Easy-to-use PNG compressor that reduces image file size by a significant percentage Preview image before compression Capture PNG images with any
color depth Supports all popular web browsers Automatically converts and saves all PNG images in one go Download: Download S-Ultra PNG
Compressor in three versions (1) Download S-Ultra PNG Compressor (2) Download S-Ultra PNG Compressor (3) Instructions to Use S-Ultra PNG
Compressor (1) Click on the “Configure options” button to make the program function optimally. Click on the “Start” button. Select the folders and files
that you want to compress and the option to disable the automatic shut down. Click on the “Process” button. The application will analyze and compress
your selected files automatically. Once the operation is completed, you will be presented with detailed statistics, as well as the original and compressed
files. All files and folders will be processed in one go. S-Ultra PNG Compressor (2) Click on the “Configure options” button to make the program
function optimally. Click on the “Settings” tab to modify the compression settings. Select the “Common settings” to specify the quality and size you want
to achieve. You can now choose from the following settings: Image quality Replace: No Size: 1×1; 50×50; 100×100; 200×200; 300×300; 400×400;
500×500; 600×600; 700×700; 800×800; 900×900 Select the “Compression mode” you want the application to function in. Depending on the selected
compression mode, you may need to specify the color depth when creating the compressed file. You can also choose the files to analyze and the option to
enable or disable the automatic shut down of the computer. Once you click on the “Process” button, S-Ultra PNG Compressor will analyze and compress
your selected files automatically. When the operation is completed, you will be presented with detailed statistics, as well as the original and compressed
files. S-Ultra PNG Compressor (3) You can easily access the following tabs by clicking on them: Menu Processor options Advanced settings Basic
settings Advanced compression mode settings Capture PNG images with any color depth A convenient feature offered
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System Requirements For S-Ultra PNG Compressor:

Windows 7 or higher Gamepad required to play Hard disk space for installation (2 GB minimum) Online connection for online play DirectX 9.0c or
higher (PC) or OpenGL 2.0 (Mac) Please note: As we develop and evolve our games, the minimum specs may increase. Rocket League Raspberry Pi 3
B+ Blastoise.ORG.net Simplify The Code Play a simple Pong-like game.
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